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VC COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT GIVES DISINFORMATION REGARDING SAFETY OF THE SO‐CALLED VACCINE
During the Covid Report on May 18, 2021, Public Health official Mr. Vargas continues to spew out disinformation about the covid jab. With a straight face he said
the following: “all three vaccines are shown to be very safe and effective; “with these vaccines, there is a 90%+ rate against a SERIOUS illness”; “its very effective
in preventing DEATHS” ; “there’s been a dramatic drop in hospitalizations and deaths”; “no indication it causes sterilization”. Let’s analyze why each of those
statements are falsehoods.
How can the jab be safe and effective when according to the CDC’s VAERS system, from the year 2009 to 2019, the number of deaths caused by vaccines was less
than 1600? In contrast, in four months in 2021, there were 4000 deaths due to this injection!!! That’s about 30 people dying every day. We should all be
outraged that Vargas continues with this deception. Plus, we all know that this number is only 1%‐ 10% of actual deaths and adverse reactions, which means the
numbers are likely vastly higher !!
Also, how can you say it is safe and effective when the safety trials don’t end until 2023?!! And why are you hiding from the public that the animal trials had to be
halted because all the animals died? Also, just leaked: “URGENT: Connecticut Publishes Moderna Covid Vax Ingredients includes a DEADLY POISON called “SM‐
102” and labeled: NOT FOR HUMAN OR VETERINARY USE”.
He also gave misinformation about sterilization. There have been a 366% increase in miscarriages from December 9, 2020, to March 7, 2021. The jab’s synthetic
spike protein is damaging the placenta. (More on this in a separate public comment.)
These statements clearly come from government‐hired behavioral psychologists to coerce and manipulate public opinion to take the jab using deceit. Talk is
cheap; where is the evidence? VAERS proves the exact opposite?!!
Regarding private businesses, it is the chief responsibility and constitutional role of our government to protect the rights of the individual. So, we expect you all to
do your jobs!
Thousand Oaks Occupant

Karen Marti

Thousand Oaks

8A

Opposed

I noticed on the police budget that 2018 was the year recorded for response time to emergency calls. I realize our police force is based on a 5 minute response vs
other large cities that hire police on a per capita basis. I only mention this because I contacted public records and the Thousand Oaks police response for 2020
was 7 minutes and 13 seconds. This is a 40% increase. It coincides with a 40% decrease in patrol officers. 25 officers that were patrolling our 380 miles of roadway
are now committed to homeless people. I disagree that this is the correct way to address our homeless population and it has cost lives due to decreased patrol. I
have been told for over a decade that the patrol officers were stretched thin. Since traffic increases 1.5% per year, this is making our city less safe. Perhaps you
could look into installing cameras to affect crosswalk, red light, speeding and noise violations. This would free up officers to do more prevention of crime. Mr.
Mashiko states it has been over 15 years since the city council has examined this option. Technology has made great strides on that time.
I would also like to protest the financial support the city continues to pay to the Civic Arts Center. Perhaps if you would find some relevant acts, young people
would come. That would appease those poor young people who have to go elsewhere for entertainment.

